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Abstract: Due to lack of confidence, the process of decision making and planning is a difficult task. Various
tools are available to help decision-makers and planners as well as risk management methods for prediction and
planning. Being aware of the period and intensity of a phenomenon is the keystone of dealing with critical
events in risk management, knowing that the relationships among involved factors are non-linear and complex.
Regarding the weak points of traditional methods to solve such problems, in recent years, researches have been
conducted on possible use of methods refer to Artificial Intelligence (AI). One of the methods considered as
AI is artificial neural network method (ANN). The nerve cell functions, fuzzy logic, approximate inference and
genetic algorithm mutation are modeled by ANN. The Zayandeh-rud watershed, located in central part of Iran,
due to its climatic and geographical condition is considered as one of the region with occurrence potential of
flood  and  drought.  In  this study, an artificial neuron perceptron network with 4 hidden layers was formed.
The most important part is correctly selection of input data especially when the series data have high variance.
Applied ANN for a part this catchment shows that the use of modern techniques, such as artificial neural
networks, can provide an appropriate calculation and accurate enough prediction of such events in the region
to reduce flood and dough risks its importance in water management. 
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INTRODUCTION A neural network has four general rules [2].

Considering the nature of water and agricultural Processing components are done in a component
science and engineering, ANNs maybe more relevant and called node, unit, cell   or neurons. 
useful than genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic system in Signals transmitted through the bridges between
dealing with water issues; and thus it is often used in neurons.
these fields. Each bridge has a weight that represents the power

ANN  activity  is  similar  to  that  of  natural nerve- or ability of each bridge.
cell-function and regardless of its name it is not as Each neuron by applying a non-linear conversion,
complex as the brain is at all. ANN is a simulation of a activation function, convert input signals to output
natural nervous system of human brain. In the networks, signals.
it is tried to simulate the brain function so that makes the
ability of learning, concept expansion and decision- Among All Advantages of the Anns, Three of Them Can
making ability. In such structures, the goal is to train the Be Stated as Follows:
model for cases which are not already defined for the
model; and they are all  done  by introducing a system Self Organization:  This feature provides comparative
dynamic performance. In the other word, ANNs are processing capabilities of ANNs through the
trained by limited series of data and if it is applied comparative learning and self-organizing potential.
correctly, the logical results can be made. The networks Non-linear Network Processing:  This feature
are kind of AI in which it is tried to simulate the building increases the estimation, classification and network
the human biological system [1]. protection capability from possible errors.
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Parallel Processing:  ANNs use many processing offer suitable solutions.
cells simultaneously and it also increases the inside
relation volume as well as network speed. 

Robert. H. Nilsson defines neural network as
computing system composed of various simple
processing elements with complex relation. ANNs are
actually a symbol methods inspired by living systems in
the nature. [3] ANNs in fact is the mathematical definition
of biological process. In the mathematical models,
mathematical elements are considered as the processors
in the same business of neurons do in the biological
system and the input paths act as the processor
connector elements [4]. 

In most networks, the input layers receive input
variables. These variables include all variable values that
can affect outputs. Therefore, the input layer is distinctive
and provides the necessary information for the network.
The last layer, output layer, contains a variable which is
meant to be predicted and actually is the output of the
model. The number of network layers or hidden layers and
also neurons in each layer is obtained through trial and
error method. Neurons in each layer are in contact with all
other layers’ neurons. Between 90 to 95% of today’s
neural  networks  use  this  topology [5]. This operation
will continue until the simulation error remains optimal
even with new input data. Therefore a network design is
to determine the number of layers and their neurons as
well as an appropriate function in a way to reduce the
error as much as possible. Considering the facts and
definitions mentioned above following conclusion can be
brought:

Pattern Classification, Identification and Recognition:
Different types of static and dynamic ANNs have been
used for pattern classification, identification and
recognition e.g. its application to recognize Latin, Arabic,
Chinese and Persian letters. 

Signal Processing: In this context, neural networks can
be used in comparative filters, talk and image processing
and file compression from both in type.

Time Series Prediction: It is recommended to use neural
networks for time series prediction, especially when it is
not in steady state conditions.

Modeling and Control: comparative systems, especially
when the study process is very complex, neural networks

Optimization: ANNs are used for control systems,
management, allocation and division of resources.

Expert and Fuzzy Systems: Expert systems are very
applicable for financial problems and management. ANNs
are then used to set out the experts systems. The fuzzy
systems alone have many applications in science and
engineering as well.

Finance, Insurance, Security, Stock Market and
Entertainment: ANNs hace applications for example for
a loan allocation consultant, investment, Financial
Analysis, money value Prediction, stock market prediction
and evaluation of insurance policies 

Industrial and Medical Equipment Manufacturing,
Transportation Affairs: it is used in making and
implementing control process systems, quality
assessment and equipment maintenance, etc. [6]. 

Among the above ANNs’ applications, time series
prediction, modeling and optimization are used for the
Watershed Management with some example in the
following lines. 

ANNs’ application to predict monthly rainfall [7]
ANNs’ application to predict runoff [8]
ANNs’ application to predict sediment transport by
surface runoff [9]
ANNs’ application to predict the river flow [10]
ANNs’ application to determine the  discharge-runoff
relation [11]
ANNs’ application to predict  hydrologic behavior of
a catchments [12]
ANNs’ application to predict floods [13]
ANNs’ application to estimate river sediment [14]

Runoff estimation is a very important key in water
resources management. Natural disasters e.g. floods and
drought are struggling problems in different parts of the
world. To deal with such problems, various models with
different complexity have been developed to estimate the
runoff by climatic and physical parameters of a catchment.
In general, these models are divided into three categories,
including black box models or theoretical models,
conceptual  models  and  physical  based  models. Black
box  models  considered  as experimental model and
usually have a physical input and output. Conceptual
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rainfall-runoff  models  act based on the simplified However,  understanding  the  elements’  relationship in
physical relation of physical elements involved in the the local and regional scale, in terms of geographical
rainfall and runoff [15]. These models are very suitable to characteristic,  is  difficult  and  for that reason
predict the hydrographs; thus they have good hydrologist  try  to  develop  more  sophisticated  models
performances  to simulate the rainfall-runoff relations [16]. to cope with them. The neural network models have

capability to   simulate   high   turbulence   models  and
are  suitable  for pattern recognition. Rahnama et al.[17]
and  Rezai  et  al.   [18]   explained   the   superiority   of
the  ANN  to  the  linear   regression   estimation  for
runoff peak; also Dastorani [19] assessed that the
performance of ANN in rainfall-runoff studies and its
ability to evaluate it for runoff estimation in areas without
statistics, updated flood prediction and reconstructed
hydrological data as well as hydrodynamic models
optimization results. Although ANN’s rainfall process is
considered as non-linear model, it belongs to black box
models and carries its weak-points as well [20]. A neural
network is usually formed of input data i.e. climatic
variables such as precipitation, evapotranspiration,
temperature , snow and etc. Other variable e.g.
topography, land use, vegetation, soil moisture also can
be added. Output is usually runoff in such models.
However, variables can also be used by adding the lag
time between input and output data.

Risk  Management: Risk is defined as probability of
event occurrence in the future due to lack of confidence
and therefore less confidence, larger risk. The risk
management has an important role in sustainable
development and management. Various risks are imposed
to the society which each has two components i.e.
potential probability and severity of the consequences.
Risk analysis does not only cover the physical
consequences, but also does financial, economical,
investment, cultural and the psychological effect as well.
A risk is categorized to simple, complex, unknown and
vague, based on its characteristics. Risk may be
categorized based on its origins as well which physical,
chemical, biological, social and cultural initiatives. A
coherent framework then is necessary to consider all
social,  economical, scientific aspect of those who
benefits from risk analysis. International Risk Governance
Council (IRGC), an independent foundation, set a basis
for such a framework, not only covering the social and
cultural aspects, but also encourages participation for a
proper risk management which has four stages, pre-
assessment, appraisal, evaluation & characterization and
management.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case Study: Zayanderud River is the largest by flow, the
longest and the most important river in the Iran’s central-
plateau catchment. It originates from eastern part of
Zagros Mountains and flows to the east and disappears
in Gavkhooni swamp in central Iranian Desert. There are
some main tributaries upstream which forms Zayandehrud
River, namely Koohrang, Chamrood, Dareh-zari, Dazeh-
ghazi, Dare-khorbeh and Dareh-dolatabad. They provide
the main inflow to the river; there are not much water
contributions downstream the Zayandehrud Dam and it
gives up some water for irrigation in its path as well.
Pelasjan river basin, one of the main tributaries’ basins, is
very important for the region, since it flows behind dam
whose   water    uses   for   drinking   water,   industrial
and  agricultural   use  of     Isfahan    province   (Figure 1).
It, therefore, demands a model to simulate the river flow
fluctuation. The aim of the study is to set an ANN for
Pelasjan river basin for the rainfall-runoff assessment in
the catchment. Daily precipitation and flow data for 1965
to 2000 is available; in order to consider the local
precipitation and its effect on the basin runoff,
precipitation data is also collected from two stations,
namely Rozveh and Aznavaleh.

Artificial Neural Network and Some of its Applications:
Neural networks are divided into natural and artificial,
which artificial kinds are less complex than natural ones.
Total neurons in an artificial neural network are 10  which3

are connected by 10  connectors, while the numbers of6

neurons and connection in a biological type are 10  and11

10  respectively [21]. 14

Each  biological  neuron consists of 4 parts; body
cell,  dendrite  branches  or  solar  that are connected to
the cell body and are responsible for receiving
information; axons which are responsible of making
connection among neurons; and finally synapses are in
charge of linking dendrites to the body cell or axons. The
main body of the artificial neural network consists of
nodes and vectors which connect the nodes together [22].
Although artificial neural networks are not comparable
with natural nervous system, they have got features
making them suitable for some applications such as
robotic separation pattern and generally for any
application that requires linear and non linear learning.
These features are learning ability, generalization ability,
parallel processing, resistance [23].
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Fig. 1:  Zayandehrud Watershed and Plasjan Location in Isfahan Province 

Fig. 2a: Different Non-linear Function in ANNs Fig 2.b Feed Forward Neural Network with 3 layers

According to the literature review done and RESULTS
assessing the relationship between rainfall and runoff, the
nonlinear relation, the perceptron neural network Input Data Selection and Set a Network: In the first step,
multilayer, a feed forward type, has been used in this the precipitation and runoff data of the study station are
study (Figure 2). used as input and output of MLP. At this stage, three

In this study, it is done by data normalization types of input are randomly randomized, Plasjan
methods and calculation of the Z value. precipitation station, then Aznavaleh and Plasjan

(1) precipitation station. At this stage, none of networks

In Which: rainfall with no- rain data (zero precipitation). In this case
XI : Data value number i it is better to convert the observations series. 

:Series Average After data normalization, the MLP network is reset by
: Series Variance above  input  data.  Although  the result from  the network

precipitation station and finally Rozveh and Plasjan

could obtain necessary conditions during training and
validation. Most important factor was the big variance of
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Fig. 3: Autocorrelation function of precipitation in Eskandari(A), Aznavaleh(B) and Rozveh(C) stations and in
Eskandari(D) discharge gauge station

Table 1: Statistical Error for Different MLPs

Criteria-ANN MLP2 MLP3 MLP4 MLP5

RMSE 247.17 112.21 97.15 201.1

R 0.9365 0.9582 0.9635 0.92222

CE (%) 82 96.5 97.3 88.35

with  normalized  data  was  better  than  those  of  the
main networks, the MLP networks are not reliable.
Therefore  the  type  of  input values must be changed.
The output variable of all networks is the normalized
runoff  (Qt)  collected  from  Eskandari  hydrometric
station.  After  so  many  trial  and error efforts to
determine  the  number  of  layers and neurons in each
layer  and  also  choosing  Tangent  Hyperbolic function

as   activation   function,   5   networks   with  different
layer  numbers  were  studied  to  get   the   final  result.
The results of network training are presented in Table 1.
It must be mentioned that the network did not give
acceptable results at all with one hidden layer and that
could be due complexity and nonlinearity of the rainfall-
runoff relation in the study area; or some physical aspects
of study area which did not considered in the study. As
it is clear in the table, artificial neural network with four
hidden layer give the higher R  and therefore is chosen as2

the best network. Autocorrelation functions of observed
series have been shown in Figure 3 also Figures 4-7
present the observed versus simulated outflow by the
final neural network.
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Fig. 4: Observed-simulated plot  for streamflow (MLP2) Fig. 6: Observed-simulated plot for streamflow (MLP4)

Fig. 5: Observed-simulated plot for streamflow (MLP3) Fig. 7: Observed-simulated plot for streamflow (MLP5)

DISCUSSION perceptron network with 4 hidden layers was formed. The

Complexity of natural phenomena in one hand and especially when the series data have high variance.
the direct and indirect effects of these phenomena in Zayandehrud river basin is an important region in the
different aspects of human life in the other hand, shows sustainable development plan in Iran and due to specific
that dealing with natural resources management requires climatic, geographic, population and industrial conditions,
more attention considering risk management field. it has potential of natural disasters, which may cause
Therefore, developing and using modern method seems heavy financial and human damage and loss. Therefore it
necessary in this field, in order to reduce financial and life is recommended, based on this study, to implement the
losses through increasing the planning confidence; water modern methods, such as artificial neural networks, for
resources management are also following the mentioned regional study and management.; and that, for sure,  can
fact above. Growing use of artificial neural networks, reduces the probability of potential natural disaster which
despite its short background and the reliable results helps sustainable development of the region ongoing.
calculated by them, gives an idea of its growing
popularity and bright future. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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